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Name
Read. Then, answer the questions.
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  ________  Offers insightful reasoning and strong evidence of critical thinking

  ________  Makes valid, nontrivial inferences based on evidence in the text

  ________  Skillfully supports answers with relevant details from the text 

  ________  Gives answers that indicate a complete understanding of the text

  ________  Gives answers that are easy to understand, clear, and concise

  ________  Uses conventions, spelling, and grammar correctly
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  ________  Offers sufficient reasoning and evidence of critical thinking

  ________  Makes inferences based on evidence in the text

  ________  Supports answers with details from the text

  ________  Gives answers that indicate a good understanding of the text

  ________  Gives answers that are easy to understand

  ________  Uses conventions, spelling, and grammar correctly most of the time
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________  Demonstrates some evidence of critical thinking

  ________   Makes incorrect inferences or does not base inferences on 
evidence in the text

  ________  Attempts to support answers with information from the text

  ________  Gives answers that indicate an incomplete understanding of the text

  ________  Gives answers that are understandable but lack focus

  ________  Gives answers containing several errors in conventions, spelling,
and grammar
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  ________  Demonstrates limited or no evidence of critical thinking

  ________  Makes no inferences

  ________  Does not support answers with details from the text

  ________  Gives answers that indicate little to no understanding of the text

  ________  Gives answers that are difficult to understand

  ________  Gives answers with many errors in conventions, spelling, and grammar

 1.  What is Mom doing?

 2.   Whom does she ask? Circle the name of the person who 
knows where Jack is 

 3.   Who or what is Jack? Circle the part of the story that gave 
you a clue 

 Ref lect
The author gave the dog a person’s name  How would the story 
be different if the dog was named Fluffy?

Where is Jack?
 “Where is Jack?” asked Mom  
 “Not in here,” said Dad 
 

 “Where is Jack?” asked Mom  
 “Not in here,” said Carter 
 

 “Where is Jack?” asked Mom  
 “Not in here,” said Kit 
 

 “Where is Jack?” asked Mom  
 “Shhhh! Jack is under the tent with me,” whispered Drew 
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Read. Then, answer the questions.
Name

 1.  Who will be at the party?

 2.  What things will people see? 

 3.  What will people eat?

 Ref lect
What kind of party is this? How do you know? Circle the part or 
parts of the story that give you a clue 

 

 

My Special Day
 I am going to have a party! My family and friends will come  
We will laugh and play games  

 There will be balloons and presents  We will eat cake and 
ice cream 

 Everyone will have a lot of fun at my party!
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Name
Read. Then, answer the questions.

 1.  What type of story is this?

 2.  What kinds of words do you notice in the poem? 

 3.  This poem rhymes  List the words that rhyme  

 Ref lect

This poem has number words  Why do you think the author 
wrote this poem?

 

 

 

Catching a Fish
 One, two, three, four, five,

 I just caught a fish alive;

 Six, seven, eight, nine, ten,

 Then, I let it go again 

 Why did I let it go?

 Because it bit my finger so 

 Which finger did it bite?

 The little finger on the right 
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Read. Then, answer the questions.
Name

Winter
 I need to find my coat  Where are my boots? I must have a 
warm hat and gloves  Has anyone seen my scarf? 

 I can’t wait to get outside! The flakes are so big and white  

 I wonder if we will have school in 
the morning  Oh good! Dad has found 
the sled! 

 Later, Mom will make hot chocolate  
We will sit by the fire and warm up  I will 
fall asleep and be cozy in my bed 

 1.  What is the child looking for?

 2.  What kind of weather is it outside?

 3.   Will it be warm or cold inside? Circle the words in the story 
that tell the reader 

 Ref lect
The author uses exclamation points (!) at the end of some 
sentences  The author does this to show the child is excited  Write 
the sentences that tell us the child is excited 
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Name
Read. Then, answer the questions.

Simple Simon
Simple Simon met a pieman

Going to the fair 

Said Simple Simon to the pieman,

“Let me taste your ware ”

Said the pieman to Simple Simon,

“Show me first your penny ”

Said Simple Simon to the pieman,

“Indeed I have not any ”

 1.  Who did Simple Simon meet on his way to the fair?

 2.  What does he ask the pieman? 

 3.  What does the pieman want from Simple Simon?

 Ref lect
Look at the picture  Underline the line of the poem that it shows 
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Read. Then, answer the questions.
Name

 1.  What is author describing?

 2.  How many rooms does the house have? 

 3.  In what room does the family play games and watch TV?

 Ref lect

How does the author feel about his house? Write the sentence 
that tells you 

My House

 My house is where my family lives  My 
house has six rooms in it  There are three 
bedrooms  We have a kitchen and a 
dining room in our house  We also have a 
family room  That is where we play games 
and watch TV 

 My house has a porch in the back with 
a swing  There is also a sandbox in the 
backyard  I love my house  
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Name
Read. Then, answer the questions.

 1.  What does the girl love about her bed?

 2.   How many blankets does she have? How many pillows does  
she have?

 3.  Look at the picture  Who else likes her bed?

 Ref lect
Warm and cozy are words that describe the girl’s bed  Underline 
the other words in the story that describe the bed 

My Bed
 I love the way my bed feels  It is so soft and comfy to 
snuggle in  I have two warm blankets and three fluffy pillows  
My dog sleeps under the bed, but my cat and I sleep in the 
bed  I love my warm and comfy bed 
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Read. Then, answer the questions.
Name

 1.  What kind of toy do Layla and Nell like to play with?

 2.  What do the girls do with the horses? 

 3.  What does Nell do today?

 Ref lect
Do you think that Layla and Nell are friends? Write the words in 
the story that show what friends do 

The Horse Show
 Layla and Nell like to play with toy horses  Sometimes they 
pretend that the horses are real  

 Layla puts all of the horses 
on a table  Then, she and Nell 
act like they are judging a horse 
show  The horse with the highest 
score is the winner  

 The girls take turns giving 
awards to the horses  Today,  
Nell is putting the blue ribbon  
on the winning horse 
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Name
Read. Then, answer the questions.

 1.  Who is the storyteller?

 2.  What kinds of stories does she tell? 

 3.  What story was the author’s favorite?

 Ref lect
A good storyteller tells interesting stories  Look at the picture  How 
can you tell that the kids enjoy her stories?

The Storyteller
 My teacher is a great storyteller  She tells stories about old 
times and faraway places  Sometimes my teacher tells stories 
that make us think about 
other people  Other times 
she tells stories that make 
us laugh  One time she told 
a story that made me want 
to cry  My favorite story was 
about a little dog that could 
do tricks 
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Read. Then, answer the questions.
Name

 1.  Who worked in the garden?

 2.  Who planted seeds? 

 3.  Who did not help plant the garden?

 Ref lect
Two of Sara’s friends did not help  The one friend who did help is 
a good helper  What makes someone a good helper? Use words 
from the story to write a sentence 

 

A Day in the Garden

 Sara and her friends worked in the garden  Sara wore a 
hat over her curly hair  Kyle was very happy  He liked planting 
seeds  He wore his favorite shirt with lots of stars  Ana was tired 
and hot  She did not like 
working in the garden  
Her sandals hurt her feet  
Jack wore a T-shirt  He 
did not help  He played 
in the dirt 
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